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is . ABSTRACT,

'PERSONALIZED SYSTEMS OFINSTEUCTION

DickinsOn McGaw
Arizona State University. -

r

Dr. Fred Keller,, a reinforCement learning -theorist, first Introduced the
Keller Plan, or what is also called PSI (Personalized Systems of Instruction)

the mid-1960's. The Feller plan consists, of five features! self
unit mastery, student tutori, optiondl motivational lectures;-and lear4ng,
from written material.. The-Keller Plan appears to work'well. because iVis
consistent with at least ten: edtiaiional principles for whip there is some
empirical support: active respo9dingi: positive conditions d consequences,.
specification of objectives'iorganization of material, mast before advance-", :

evaluation/bbjecives congruence, frequ'ent evaluation, immediate feedback:4
selfpacing, and personaliiation:

The Keller Plan may be implemented in fivd stages:
-_

assessin7eniering
° behaviors, spedification of coAu bbjectives, selecting resopees and

- Activities, eitabIishing the course, and evaluating student performance.

, .;;_ k , ., .
Systematic efforts ;at evaluating'rSI have only begun to appear In piofessiong1
journals. The o most extensive'evaluations report that PSI st dents
perform better o all.types of examinations, have longer retenci,n, d have

' ',more positive att tildes towards-the course than Students takini cOnligntional
structure type cou s4s. 'i

i
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PERSONALIZED SYSTEMS OF'INSTRUOTiON

llickinson McCaw
Arizona State Univ6sity

INTRODUCTION

Personalized systems instruction (PSI), alsO called individualized

instruction or contingency sanaged,instructioa, were develoPed!iirthe mid-
.

1960's at the college level by Fred Keller, a reinforcesent theory psycholo-

gist. Keller states that five features distinguish PSI from conventional

lecture-type courses (Keller, 1968). First, instruction is preeented.%.

,1
..,

primarily in written form. Second, lectures are used, for salvational

. purposes only. Third,; student prpgrese in the course is self-paced. Fourth,
.. '

student mastery of the units of the course is required. fiftk, ptudentAutOrS,

selected from previous cies* are used to assist the students.

..,:---e.----:,----,-,-.----_-,

Many college courses now include most of-iiie feattrei-Of4SI. Instruction

in these courses may consist of a number of amalLumits-of Written material.

A student may progress through the units at his own pace. However; estudent

must demonstrate that he has mastered the material in one unit before he may

.proceed to theriellcunit. Shy uizzes are used assess student mastery

.
. ,

'of the material in each unit. Student tutors corre zzes and,reView .'..
k

- v

_1 quiz questions with the student, If a student't performance on a quiz
-a

indicates that he haS not mastered the.unit-SaterialS the student must?etake
...,., .

_ , 6

the quiz or ri-equivalent form unt4l he has demonstrated niastery. A s udent's
,..

41mLek
i

grade iitthe course is usually hepe4entIon*nUmber of uni
. J., mastered,

,,,,w., ,_

aid in;some oases, on performance On one or more comprehensive examinations .

. ,

covering several .units.

9
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PSI POSTULATES

Personalized system's of instruction are based. b.pon- a number of'assump-
-...

4

Ions concerning how students learn most effectively. Although .the findings

arrot conclusve, educational research seems to support the foflowing
. 4

r , ,

conclusive,

.1,

hypotheses upon itich PSI is based (see Carr, 1962; Keller, 1967; Mae

ri
1968; and Kemp,,.

1. Active respon4ing. Learning iMproves if the studentis engaged actively

th the *subject matter and if the student actively responds to the
1 _

subject matter.

2. Positive conditions and consequences. Learning improves if; whener
.,t

4 J

t the student 1p responding t6 the subject matter, he is also in the \\

- presence of positiye condition* and consequences, The tore positive
, )-!

S
the consequences for thestudent, the more likely he is tolearn.7.

. .4.
-a , I . A., Ad 1,11

3. ,Specification,of objectives. Learning improves ifthe-student knows_

precisely what fearning.OUtcopes are desiked and reinforced by the'

w

instruc

.

. -.

5. Mastery before advancement. Learning imProv s if ,the mastery of material_
es,

,

. is required before advan ng to new material. f.
',

. ,

, .

.

EvalUation/objectives do .earninvimProietlf the evaluation of
j e I

L

nation of material. Learning ihiproveb if the subject matter,is

wel1.40 anized and p2Oented in relatively, small units of inforhation.

the stUdenVs. performance issc sistent with the^specification,ofr.

1 * . c' i
objectives given the student. ,

- '. . ',(' ,
.., -

7. Frequent evaluation. Learning_inproves as-,the frequency.of evaluation or
1 , '

' %
.4 ..k.

..4. '1 ' It ..Oa ,

feedback:ipereases. Learningyis more if it is spiceorthroughOut :
. *

,
, ' .% \

'..

the semester rather thaniassed at-the time of a
, ,)

,- L
'-.

.. , ,

<

a

I

I
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. 3
8. Immediate feedback..- Learning improves if the student -is given imMediStS

\

7

knowledge of the results of his performance. Le-time paSses between the

_performance and the feedb see interest in the results

and learns incorrect info

9. 'Self-pacing.' Learning 1110

tion.

;yes if each student can proceed through the

,material at a spee commensurate wi hhis,ability,and othei demands

upon his time

10. Personalization. improves

interaction with his instructor or

as'the

utor.

dent experiences increased
.

LMPLEMENTING -A PSIS COURSE
/

/For the lait five years, /this \writer has participated at Ariona State

University in the developtentlof alPSI _course incorporating the above.

,

,

4principles. The course is.,4 required introductory but' comprehensive

sociaiscienceoverview of
/

shall now describe how

(Watson arid McGaw,

research methods (McGaw and Watson, 1976).

tructors can estab own PSI course

4,/

There re five identifiable sttges in the implementatibn of a'PSI

;Keller Plan model: 1) assessing eqeri4 behaviors; 2). specifying

4 objectives; '3) selectiiig reso?ce4and activities; 4) establishing

impletenting the course` ramework; and 5) evaluating student perforpance:

'ASSESSING' ENTERING BEHAVIORS
'''t,

_. 1.........
..... .

.

The_attempt'or need to assess the, behaviors of studentiPentering4;
, . .

.

. , ,,, ,:.
warseis not pnique-toISI. 'in almost'ihy course, it is beneficiaLlOr..

.

the instructor tb know about the need

lities of the students who will th

goals, characteristics, la4 cabibi-

bourse. This becomes ex4Ji'moiT

important fore $PSI course, in which effort is made to indlviduilize

course.material and inetruCtion to each student's eituation. .

, .

C

4.
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Trro of the most common, but unreliable, techniques of gathering this

.

initial information are intuition and impression. Three `somewhat, reliable

methOds commonly are,used in assessing entering behaviors. FirSto_some,

instructors design ;)ad adminiSterpre -tests on the information covered, in

AV
the course or'in partiodlar units to dete

stery of the,spurpe material. This tec

.mine the amount of pre - existing

h4ique can 'Se Awed tO.place

at a particular Point within the=sequenee of material covered in:the

a student

course. /,

Simultaneous'questionnairas can gather other ,information on the Students

unielaied to mastery'of.Sourse content. Arad'oha-technique of assessing

- .

ent6ing behaviors involves the acpisitionotsuch available dais is test
k'

scores, grades, and trailsciipts that provide some insight ,to the student's
ee

academic skills. Finally, the instructor can schedule/conferencesmitheach

student in order to determine hiSgevel and kind of motivation,, home and

work environment, self-concept; and atOunt,of pre-existing knowledge Ofthe

course content area.
I.

SPECIFICATION OF OBJECTIVES , -
I .

.4

ft,

The spedification of Course-and unit instructional objectivesis a-key
.., ,

1, I

.element of systematic instruction. An,instructional objective is 4 stlatement -

( that identifies a learning outcome intended by the course ipstrUctin, (Groplutd,.

A 1970:.1). If annstructor is able to define precisely whtkt ou-tcoMes;or-
,

. - 4, ce,

student behaviors he expicts as a result of hid' course and 110 cantetecify

k,
: ,:, , '., e

them in termdlof stated objectives, then several beneficial coneequencea

,;

. _

- ,

..-7 -
- .

follow (Gronlund, 1970: 4). .Firsti thelnaeiuctor-hai clarified for himself_
.-,

and his students precisely 'what studentsin,ibe course are expected,Wdo,
. , ,, .

_

.
Second, students are Ole to rely .,_p the object ves s'guide0O,direct

their stuay%efforts. Third, 'the objectiveagupeAhe instructor,;inithe
-,..

- - 4 ,4:
4, .

---(6"- selecitwof eouraii-mattFAala,.-IgigliPf6m ods a]wA sub ect4attei tdrber
,

00007
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covered. Finally, objectives also serve as a useful guide in the creation of

4

evaluation'-instruments to measure the fulfillment of the objectives.

The use of instructional objectives is facilitated by the use of

educatiOnal taxonomies (400m, et. al., 1956; Krathwohl, et.cal., 1964).

The widely accepted divispn of the taxonomy of educational objectives into

the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor domains ssists an'instructor in,

identifying the learning outcomes,he desires for his course. The cognitive

domain includes knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis,.

,

and evaluation as cognitive or intellectual skills. The affective domain

relates, to feelings and emotions, such as: receiving, responding, valuing,

cz5

organizing, values, and refers to actual physical skills, such as typing,

operating akeypunch or calculator, or other physical operations. .

Objectives fa-any one course may cover -all levels of any, or all, of
-

,

the taxonomic domains,' Moreover, the use of objectives does.not limit the

instructor to the specification of,only observable behavior,. The student can

be asked to feel, to create, to appreciate, to imagine, as well as to recall,

to ,calculate, to explain, to analyze,and to evaluate. It is likely,, however,

that most instructors will prefer to base an evaluation of each student on

the basis of some ooservable behaviors or performances.,. This does hot mean

that other objectivescsnnot be stated, but it is'incumbent upon the instructor}.

to -specify which objectives will be evaluated. °Then, both instructor and

student will know the specific .leavening outcomesefor:which students_ gill be
. .

. ,, .
.

held accountable.

SFITING RESOURCES AND ACTIVITIES

. ,

Resources and activities 'must be selected'on thebasii or the course .',the
.

,
,

.': objectives and the assessment of.entering behaviors. kSometi6eathe-lack
, 7

, ..
,

. c,

of proper resources requires, the restatement of objectives in order that $
t

:

000U8
r .\
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the objectives and course materials are consistent with each otlzer.)

., .

,.., .
general,%the PSI instructor must decide which objectives can be lea e

,

A % °

..

most effectively by the learner On his own, through grouplinteracti
.

... -

formal presentation,- or hh individual tutoring. PSI no take full
. ,

.

/

. advantage of the wide range of resources and activities that are creasinglif'

Y e ,,
.

# --

availabie'to instructors (104.1somi and,Toati, 1972: 43-60). In i t, since
./

. ,students differ a, great deal-in their responses to learning env ronments,
.

A
.

PSI-prombteii the,flexibi/iIy of varying the resources and acts sties for

n by

individual students. ,

In a self-paced PSI format,'.the utilization andselecti n oqresources

id complicated somewhat by the fact thatstudents are spre d-out'along the

stqueLice of Material in the. course. The use Of- materials and techniques
ti

designed for use inn' groups are less easily implemented. , Certain resources,'

arch as films or speakers, often cannot be retained indefinitely While the
,

students progress individuallYito that point in the course. Creation of

learning resource centers has assisted somewhat'in providing the capability
.

to retain such resources o;er long periods of time/ Activities requiring

group interaction may necessitate some compromis of complete self-pacing

4.-,

Inn Order to accuMulate enough students at the same point, in the progression
..

sequence tovngage in the interaction. -'A factor that complicates the belectiOn
1

..
. --......- v

.

of .heading resources in a self-paced format /is the, fact that much of the
. .

initial understanding of the material by the students comes from theft' own .

reading of the resource material. The type of materials that are most

effective in such a PSI instructional/format are those that are consistent

with the PSIpostulates4listed earlier. Especially appropriate are those'

'

materials that make use of objectives, that divide the materialinto relatively

small,dhunks or units, that promote active responding in the students, 'kid that

provide immediateleedback'to the, student on the appropriateness of his.response.

00009
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'ESTABLISHING AND IMPLEMENTING ; THE COURSE

The variety/of PSI courses probahlVis limited only by the number of

tu66 course's that are offered.s Even fur own PSI system varies according.to

the nature of the oirse
.

format that contaixis as

i

each brut is teaching. We present here a PSI,
,

its 'main features a system of self:Teeing, student
,

tutors,.and mastery before advan6ement4 it'is patterhed after the- Keller

sequence for this particular- format-isPlan. The core of the

presented in Figure
I :

The proOdure

sure to the mate

that might be

major -soure4 o
.,.

guided by the

structional

or'masteringetich unit begins with the student 'd expo-
%

lal. We have discussed already variety of materials

loyea, but more often than not, printed materials form the
/

informatioor the students. The-student studies the material,

objectiveePeafied for that unit. 41n4questiontthat the
,

.

student "caXlnot resolve on his: own are handled- in a session with a tutor.

WheneVex the student,teels that he can fulfill, the objectives specified for
/, . ,

the unit,'` he can perforwthe mastery check. The mastery check is an examthe---,'
. A

I

16,

tiop, a papar, or some other performance in yhich the student's mastery o the

Objectives is tested. ,The student who passes the'maatery check,, is permitted

to pro7eed to the next vnft. 'The student who does. not pass tbe.mastery check.

,

%receives any tutorial assistance-necessary to_assist,him in understanding the

Materia. The mastery cheek fa then performed again (normally a different
- f_ ) .

.
.,,

version
,

covering essentially the. same material). This equence is repeated
/ ,,, 4 ,

until the student passes the mastery check. c,

.
,c, , .

? Although this instruotional'sequence forms the corepf,our PSI form4 ,

therrare several elements in its establishment'and implementation that
, ,,,--

)

I .,-,.

-'equire further explanatiOn.
,-

r

1)0010
t
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Figure 3:: A' PSI Initruc iOnal Sequence,
/ . 'q

0,

Start
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material for the unit
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o
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No
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Selection of,TUtors: Various techniques have been,employed i\the selection.

i: fs

._

.
,

, .

of tutors for courses.' l ile'threemajo sources of tutors for an undergraduate

...
1I , .

.
. r

# 1

,

course are: graduate students, students who have already-tekenttheoourse,
7t, ,, , .

, 4
a 7)

o : ,

.andstlidents currently taking the C'burse. Although there are some merits to

.the latter source of'studentiutors (Wilson and Toisti, 1972; 70),.we rely

'dr .

a

PrImarily upon students who have already completed the course. The miler-

graduates who-have successfully passed t he course at the "A grade level

.

"appear to beLjust as effective as graduate students, and, in-facA:often

/
, , a . - .4 A,

relate to the ttudents in'the course better than the gradulite,stUdents.

,--. Our selection of a tutor is'based on:

*
'of.the material as a student in:the course; 2) the ability to copmunicate.
4

.

a mastery and understanding ,

eWectively with. others; '3) evidence' of matoirity) reliability, and a dense

Of fairness; and, 4) enthusiasm for the task. 'We extenrmal course

credit to our,tutors for. their work. Their primaryidutieS coi ist of grading
,

m614ery'checics, and tutoring any students who need'assist ce(

e
perform administrative duties- at ndant to4the course, 'such as adn4nis4ring,

They also

.

mastery checks and making certain t 't- all exams are accounted 'fox a4 t-the-Odd
, 1

4 .e
.1 ,

of the day.
.
Since we dckextend:!full c ,arse credit to,eath of our tutor's, we

.

-.

. . .

,
. . , - .

also outline with each one an individual zed course of study that extends his-

education in-an area compatible,with the:content of the PSI ,course.

..

Since'the quality of instruction i*PSItutoiial courses ds to a
A. ,"'.'"V','t ),-----71-

I . f , i ----- _

large extent on the-quality of the,5tutorink sessions, it/
>

is.imporent to: ,_

-:
p, :-;,,

1.. . , /. t

1) select tirEorar carefully, according to "the criteria Stated in the previous

,
\

.,
&

paragraph; 2)t develop id the tutors an underatanding/of th, materiel that
t ...-

. e
goes beyond ihdt required even at fhef!V level' of stery for thes9Arse;

.

,

3) secure effective tutorial behavior`degigned to/taximize s

standing of the material; and, 4) promO4cOnsiltency-and reliability'An the

r.) /
V

"I

*

0002
t

r
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grading and tutoring of stUdentS: 'In-Addition-to the careful selection of
-

. . . . .

, 4
. 4,-7.

tutors, certain training techniques help insure the attainmentkof these four

conditions. First, durinelaiela:term as'a student, tutors are,s6cialized:to

,r..
. .

,

" ' the role of a tutor through their own'interactions with tutors and hopefully

, ,,, s:

-)Fith,theinstruCtor in his role. as a tutor. Moreover, tutors receive explicit
,....,,,, - ..

Moreover,
,

, _ -.I, 1 r ,,,,, ,'
*

.

- .. 2.._ insttuctions from the instructor 4.v-the fine points of 'tutoring and grading,.

A.

They Also pIrticipate in litorial-woriShop sessions deSighedtoadeepen their 1-:

'',understanding of ticetcourse materials and to - discuss any tutorialr;,"
problems that have arisen. Tutors Tare.encouraged to seek assistance from

other tutors or the iilstructor in the event of any uncertainty in theevaluation

.

-7:

sof student resporises on the mastery Check or in the,explanation of material in
.> 4

. . f r
S. 4

a_tutorialsession. --Finally; the instructor is always availab16' to any student

, . ,
-.7

..
,:-

.

..,

whofeels slighted by-the tutors grading or who would prefer to obtain infor-:
, A. .

i o . 0

/ , .
mation or ex'planation directly from thet.,instructor.

....
, .

-,. PSI instructors' find, that the tutors take their work seriausly:and°
--,

.

,.- ,

,

,

.
inteiactwell.with the-students in the course. licost students seemlo-beimare-

;
. . _ _ i

., of .willing,to ask questions and-Seek helpIrom the student-tutors tham.from the
, ..... \

, - _,, - '''. 1 P . N
) \

'' regplarlinstructor. One by-product Othetutorial-'progtam is bhat,-it

-, ..: :' :,,

F. .

Provides anAncentiye for student i
,

6 to master the objectives, so that they too' ,_,

c ..

.

-
.

,
,.

.
, r

. candbecome tutors: Another by-product 0 that,the. tutors become a peer group. t-

-

1.;

.

-, _ .
.

.?,
c,

ahli ily .motiyated'ettdents who.en,py iriteraCting clos4y With .an instructor. 't.

...,

, , , ..
., :.

.`/
,,

.

The tutors,constitute anfjelite group of=,,

0
seriou6 undergraduate Siddentd-Who

-''_5". -,,, c . ci

'

are apprOgchingi a' graduate school? type IA", experience. ,./.. , '' ,)

. ( " . .. ,..

"- The humher,oC vcrtutors requirefor a given PSI coursmay vary with 4he

i

\

course.
-- :,

,

f,c_purse2,'ObvidU6ly, the l hower-4t Stdent/tutor ratio,_the;more°'

.
'

.

.personalized attentionthafcan be giyen 'to each student. A-ratio of approXI-.
1.,

mitely eight to t..n-students per ttrear seems adequate foriliost courses. Thete
s^J



O

I
.-1.?,

liall:On the%number-ortutors that one,instzuctor Can
4 A' _

,

Each. instructor probably needs to Ascover his own
'''' 1. ' .

, 44
* 1 V

e4 suggest' that a course which exceeds/100 students .

,
.

. .

ably too large for 'the m6st,effective implementation of
_
. .

also appears to be

supervise. effective

- 'limit. Our expbri
_

(19 tutors) is pro

our' PSG format. This fo ation f,S based on cerain assumptions about the
- r

role oTthe instructor; whiCh will be discussed in a subsequent section.

Physical Facilities: At-leadt two roomsowill.be necessary for the.imple-
..

mentat,ion of our PSI format. Oneoom is devoted to tutorial and grading

sessions; the other room is used for the'administratiokbf asiery examina-
.

'tions, the most common form of mastery check. After receivinand taking

exam in 611e room, the student taeS the exam to a tutor in anotherthe-Bas

room for grading and a tutorial ses .The use of two rooms, as described

represents a sort ofminimUmessentials physical-space.

Student Orientation to'the Course: While not wishing to belabor the.obvious,

we feel compelled io note the ii-Portance of the proper orientation of the

.

student to PSI. In our PSI course, the students meet, together aa'.a class

only one time -- on the first day of class. This fact, as well as many .other

element6 of the PSI format, may be unsettling, to a number of the' students, who

have been socialized to function in an educational system thatsmitinizea

Self-reliance,and independence. Not must students bainformed of the

a
--,\.!%111 details concerning how the system operates and how to operate effectively

within the system,'but a positive mental attitude toward that course should, be

-ANa ed. ConAstent with the_postulate that learning improves in the

presence of positive conditions and consequences, students stould understand-

the theory behind.the PSI,approach in order that porisive feelings about the
...

course may be generated. Students hould be encTfraged to express their-.

feelings to theInstructor.about the course at any tune. 'Nkadvise 6-series

1

4t
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C Consultations between each student andthe inatructor.in order to

monitor and check the academic progress and mental state of mind of the

student as he moves through the course. PSI provides:the instructor with the

caloability totengage in a much greater amount-of personal interaction with,

each of his'students than can ever be the case in more conventional lecture .and

discussion course formats.

The Tutorial Session: The\ctutorial sesSibn_ia,Ahe heart-of our PSI format.

It-is here that the stud? receives a pereionalized/attention to his needs,and
. -;4.,

,r

his questio ns. The tutOriaI sOsion is apne-to:-one encounter between student
.

.

End
-1

tutor. Even thoug most tutors end instructors do not fall into the Same
.-

_ ;,:- ,

claim as Socrates, Such session's often t the fora; of a Socratic, dialogue
. ''

_

I

.,- in which the tutor leads the-student through a cognitive restructuring that_

promotes new insight and understanding. It is certainly a most exciting

educational experience for th.4.;:tutor (and instructor) to recognize that he-ii

#0 , , sl` ...

a teacher, in the tureSt and. finest series of the word,. f.:

-
, ...

. ....,, ._
Most tutorial sesoions-takeplace in connection with the grading of

., , . .,

mastery checks. This is true be4ause most students 0110.1y attempt a mastery

,
check on the basis of their own understanding of the material and because "any

1 . ,

. , .

shofteomings in'their mastery of
_

the objectiVes will-become apparent In the
--; ;,. r 's, ,

,
..

masterymasfery check. Ithe graditig/tUtoria/ session, each student receives Immediate
., .

' feedback concerning his responses tO"the mantery check. Tutors_are'enCOUraged
w , , , .

...

anymisua4istanding or misinformation provides any explanations required by

, ., .

to probe the student, escPcially with respect to tesponsei that may be vague, -.,
. -..---- _

ambiguous, or unrevecling about the student's understanding of.the pant in

question. Appropriate responses are-reinforced, in the case of,4mapt4riate

4'
'C .

.

-._,

.'s.

responses, tile' tutor determines the-bais for the student's response, .corrects
c .

the eiliffinrkancisatisfUs hinself that the student now understands the material
j- ,

a

1
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in question. `This opportuni for dialogue-permits the student. to explain, to

st, las

.

13,

-7;

C

ela rate, and otherwise t demonstrate his mastery of the objectives.

-""1 3 . adds a great deal of .fl
-

7

The Mastery Check:

evaluatiOn of_the
.1- -,

PSI format preeentedhere, however; does place some Cohstraints gig the type

bility'end petsonalization to.the evaluation

EVALUATING STUDENT 'PERFORMANCE,

The mastery .eheek-pay take any form that permits an

This

process.

student's mastery of the performance objectives. The

of mastery checi.that ean,be used.' Recall that-three of the PSI postulates

1)"the arga zation of materia14.nto Several units that cover a rela-

t of material; 2) frequent evaluation; and 3) immediate

t

three postulates emphasize the use-of mastery checks that

;
ely little time.forhe student to complete and thatan be

he tutor in a relativelyshort amount_of_t-ime"

'Sheri examinations usuel]y fulfill these criteria without necessarily

`confining the instructor to testing'onlY lower level cognitive skills.

deally,such quizzes are designed so that they can be taken in less- than

thirty minutes and graded 'VerY quickly by a tutor: Theyusually contain

tively. si all amo

feedback. Thes

require relati

evaluated by
ra-

g--

fill-ins, true- false, short answer, short, essay,.muitiple choice, or certain

igroi;lem-solving types of test items. The instructor should construct at

least three alternative quizzes for each uni of material. ;.Records are kept

A. each studeit that identify which .form of g unit mastery check has been

administered to the student and whether or not he passed it.
IP

.

In addition to the Mastery checks over each unit,' Keller (196Z: 6)

recommends that review citeckbe conducted-periodically throughout_ the course.

These reviews may be incorporated,into the'mastery checks for particular

Units or.-Ray be administered sepaia ely These reviews serve as an addeW

CS

-
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reirifdrcement to the appropriate mastery of material already overed.

.

ik

Reviews also promote the longer retentionsof what was learnedfarlier.

RevieWs may:be treated just 111; mastery 'checks,, requiring mastery before

advancement to the next unit.

.1SI instructors differ with respect to defiriing the _term "mastery."
t

Some require a mastery check with no errors others-permit semeerrori-such
.

. -

as 90% of a unit mastery quiz. Those who achieve the prescribed.mistery
.

- -

level (tie permitted tO.proceed to the next4init, while thoseho fall short

, ,

r
t try again. The mastery level selected by the instructor is based upon

(theobjectives, necessities, and realities of the partiCular course, under
/

cOnaidration.
.1

.

., Pacing: '460'0 ey feature of the Keller Plan format that* have adopted
..

is the opportunity -Tor the student to work at.his Own-pace in progressing

through the units. In-reality, hOwever, the. length Ogre term (semester)

quarter, etc.) can estibliph some time., constraints on the student's ability

,t!work at his own pace. Keller (1967: 22-23) apparently operated his PSI

5 4

courses under a rather iiberai policy of administering "incompletes" that
.

extended the period of time over, which.the student could Completeiell of

the unit -

selfl-pacing.

to.complete

course. To

Keller's technique is more consistent, :with the PSI postulate of

We have found,i(t necessary in our courses to require students

,
.

the course by theend of the term or else withdraw from then ' -*

.i.

permit students to carry over into se from the previous

termstrained our capacity to process the numbiF of students needing.to take.-----

the course. -

Therequirement,that students complete the cc'urse by theend of the

semester does tend to produce a higheritte of withdrawals from the course
. _

than in a conventionalcouree or in-a course in which a liberal policy of

incompletes,is,adopted. Many- students are unable to exercise.the s\alf-

disciplirie necessary to pursue studies in a self-papecifotat.- Work for a
4

. -0901.7 t
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self=paced course

concentrates on

Various tecbni

PSI instruct

15

s of en the first to be set aside while the student °

, ,

e more immediate needs inrhisracademic or- personal

es tan be employed to reduce this witOrawal rate. Some

o -
tequire ,the student to- master ate least one `or two units.

..'17i.thinthe first two weeks of the term, so that the student will get sch

early start -in the course. Since the first unit or two are normally,easier

-units, this strategy also generates an early positive reSpOnse and
,

toward the PSI format, It is advisable toprovide a re-commended schedule

for unit completi6d to guide theestudent .toward a successful completion of

the course. Instructors also may hold conferences with students who are
e S,

lagang d in an effort to determine whether any as,sistance can be'
4

rendered to4e Student :to stimulate prOgress",in thecourse. Finalr,

,
additional times may be scheduled at which tuiorial.sbssione and Eastery

. r I

.

? )4
dhecks are c

.:

. .7,

. ,

Self-pacing ig a pcwerfarreinforcer in the PSE course:v_ 'It .probably

,

appears more often than any other single feature in the positive evaluations
.

',

.

of the course by the studentS,(Kulik,'Kulik, and charrachqel, 1974: 380).

_
. ,

(

For, most students, it is the firit time that they have been able to_heierdine '''-
,,..

...

for themselves how teey best_. can use their own time,.when they can study and

. :
. v

stake tests most gfectively. .

I

1

fl`,

.Course
.

_Grades: In a.PSI course that requires unit mastery, two gen8ral types .

of.sourse grading criteria can be identified (Wilson and Tolstii- 1972: 103).

.= .

P.
.

The final course grade-can be based structly upoethe amount of worh'eompleted.

6 . 4 .

In this scheme, a grade of "A" is obtained upon the successful mastery of a

given number of units. Lesser grades' are based upon the completiqn,Of

successively"fewer numbers of units. (In a "credit"/"no credit" system, theft_

a certain number of units -are specified in order to obtain'a "eredit:1')

/4
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The Opposite of this technique is to itotiire all.sttdents to master suocess!--

fully the same number of units,
...

arid then to toase the course gradeon some type

_

of graded (or "credit"/"no credith) comprehensive final evaluation. :A-

.

variation of this-latter technia6e is toliSe graded avaluations, interspersed

,

throughout thecouxse (along or evenqvithout alfinal comprehensiVe

evaluation) just as a more conventional couthe. ..EVeryone still completes

the same number of units,_bUt course gfades are based upon the graded`

evaluations.

We r ject both schemes and haye experimented with two other methods
:. -

"Pres-ante in Figure 2. In the self_ loacedunit mastery grading scheme,'a
f

..

c
_

student goes it his own pace and-an obtain' up to a grade of "C" strictly on,---

-.
.

the basis of the nUmbero units completed, that is, without taking a compre-

hensive final: The number1rog units required for the "C" is based on our

-- consideration of what constitutes the "minimum essentials" fqr -the "C"

ent to know. For a grade of "B" or "A" we feel that evidence of retention
. ,

d synthesis of the course material is a legitimate consideration. The
.

comprehensive final permits a cheek for such evidence. 'Soma element of risk
= .

faces-the student wpb successfully masters-the additional units, but fails

,
to achieve the specified criteria on the comprehenslie final: For example,

. ,

4 t, 2

the studeht.who completes 15 units but scores lowe; than 80% on hid coml6re-.

' 0 '
P i .

' 0

pensive firAl reeeiveS'a.grade of "U. In fact, a grade of "C" also Air

7.

-
assigned to'the studentftho coMpletis all, of the .units but-scores leisthan

, , -

70% '0B the comprehensive final. In
.;

the instructor -paced non-mastery graciig

scheme, students complete the. same number of Units but are not required to
1 .

"master" a munit before proceedingto another unit The instrudtorsets.the

pace,for,the completiori of the units. The students may take two quizzes-on'

each unit. Only the higher of the two quiz! grades is counted toward the



fe,

Grade

Leps than 11 uni*.ms:etaa.

D 11 Unfits mastered

4 17

Figure 2. Two PSI Grading Schemes

Self-paced Nestety GrAding Scheme .

Requirement

e/

B `

A

13 units mastered "

.)/

15 units mastered + Bo% on
comprehensive final

16 units mastered,+ 90% on
comprehensive f Trial ' 9

Instructor -Paced Non - Mastery GradiA Scheme

Grade - Requirement .

:,
--,-

-0 _

E Below 60% ,..,- se'

D _69-69%

.

70 -79%

80-89%

90% or above

Students Complete all unite in.thecourse.
The unit quiz average contributesf-,-toyardrone half of the course grade.

Only-pg better of the,two quiz scpreslis counted in 'Elie unit average.
'The other half of the-Course-grade comes from the average'pf three review'lr,
tests. .

v''

.
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studen t's quiz average. Half or the student's grade consists pf.his quiz ,

jiverage and: half consists of lthe-studtnt's.grade on three periodic review,

tests. Although this.scheme deviates from the PSI principles of self-

pacing tuad.tnit-mastery, it has worked well in our introductory' empirical

-political inquiry course.

0
Role of the Instructor: The role of a PSI instructor is both demanding and;;

different from that,of a conventional teaphing\role. The instructor is no 1,

longer primarily e disseminators of information and evaluator of student

performanees. He 1;ecomes e goal setter test cOnstruetor prescriber,'
-

motivator,-,resource,person, administrator, tutor -- a facilitator of

learning. He participates in the course as one of the tutors, and students

may come to him or any of the other tutors.

Keller (1968) does not utilize the course instructor as a tutor. ,He

. I .

concedes the conseqdent laCk of interaction between students andinstructor

as an undesirable aspect of his system. The use of 4e instructor as one of

-the tutors is -a key feature for the most advantagvus implementation of our

format. If the 9ourse is limited to. the number ot students that we suggested

earlier, then, the instructor can interact with more students more frequently

than in a conventional classroom..:.

The instructor also supervises the tutors and resolves any conflicts

which cannot be handled by the tutors. Foremost among theeoncerns of

the instructor is the creation and maintenance of positive conditions and

cansequenCes of student contact *ith course' materials-and tutors. Through

individulalized student contact, the instructor is able, to promote the

.student's-tendency to inquire on his "own and to fostbr in `the student a

favotable'sefiMage,of himself, his abilities, his creatErity, and his ,

uniqueness. For the,-instructor, the amount_of time spent on the course

,
, -
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'., . . . . a
normally is equal to or greater than that Spent-on the convention) course.

However, in the*PSI'course much more time is,devoted to interaction with
,,

individual
.

stUdents and to the-actual teachingof students through the

a sa?

0

.

f

19',
I.

0 t., o

tutorial session. or most instructors, this,:ois a very rewarding experience,

Efforts at

EVALUATIOI Pei COURSES

aluating thq effectivsnessof PSI approap* and student

receptivity to PS have begurrto appear.8n1y recently in professional

49hlicailon's

veriety.of

'-.L. ,

.f,

. Th- evaluation of teaching techniques'is spite susceptible to
0 ,

0

metho ological problems (see quIpbell and Stanely, 1963). 11,i,

'

comparison between
1 t

SI and other teaching techniques is .complicated. further

bythe fact that the resource iaterialsfea in the PSI courses frequently

differ from.those used in otheriiec uet. .Despite these problems, however,

enough evidence has been gaihered to make, at lea'st some initial evaluations

of BSI in general, and close, variation's of'the Keller Plan in particUlar.
A . '

..k,We-areaware of two papers' which haste .surveyed the literaturefoi-
. ,

.

,-.
.

such evaluative research (KAik, ktilik,,and Oharmichael,
0
1974: 382; Reiser,

,

1974). They concur iv reporting s consensus that PSI students perform

better on all 'types of /examinations.' psi students also, demonstrate longer

reten n of Paterial than.student'sin more conventional-courses. Grade'

distribution in PSI courses reveal a much.larger proportion of higher grades,

despite controls for grading criteria. Summariiing their review of research,

James Kulik and his colleagues 'reported tIlat11 of the 15-evaluatiVe research

articles they examined confirmed the superiorTerformance of PS1-students.

The other four studies found no statistically significant differerices between
. .

-the Keiler\plan and the' controlocourse. Furtherthere, of the. five studies

,judged to be especially metgoOblogiCally.and analyticlly 'sound, all five-
- C"

reported the superiority of the Keller format (Kulik, Kulilt, an&Charmihael,
+A.

1974;309).
'

:00020
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10,

',. Not only do PSI courses demonstrate greater effectiveness in the

cognitive-development of students, but student responses in the affective

-doma are 'very positive toward the PSI approach. Paiticularly favorable

xPres114ioxisarq-diretted toward the self - pacing feature of FSI, the,self7,

determination of study and test schedules, and the personalization aspect

of interaction with the tutors and instructor (Kulik, Kulik,and Charmithael,

1974) 380). The,comparisowof the PSI approach to more convelAtional tedhni-

4.
_ ques invariably results in the morefaVorable ranking of PSI by most students.

PSI has been viewed negatively by some educators bemuse of its

-perceived reliance upon Skinnerian'conditioning fbrmulations. This attitude',

however, overlooks the conditioning nature of education, regardless orthe

type of instructional technique utilized. The undesirable conditioning

effects of our e4cationaNyStem have been the favorite subject for many

authors of popula/r educational philosophy books. For example, One type of

''hehaviOr likely\to be reinforced in a conventional lecture class is that of

Assivity, the itiudent becomes dependent Lpon the instructor as the dispenser

of information while'the student is the passive recipient. We-believe that ,

PSI can foster desirable intellectual and personal traits in students.

Students in a PSI format are trained to take responsibility for their own

educational development: In PSI students are challenged to think, to reason,

to articulate thoughts, and to master the underStanding of material much more

4.ban is likely in a more conventional setting. -Tutorial sessions encourage

in the students a willingness to seek Out other opirOti and be less

defensive about their own opinions. The tutorials also enhance the develop-

-ment of higher cognitive skills, such as of analysis and evaluation.

. Although we have touted highly the alpntagsca4nd benefits of PSI,

there are certain distinct disEdvantages th4.dimin0h its effectiveness
7-

.

-
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(see Wilson and Tolsti, 1972). Certain disadv tages have Veen noted .

throughout this paper, for example: ceftai' Constraints on the use of group

instructional techniques; a tendendy fo the number of students who dl'op

the course to increase; and initial - tudent apprehension about the technique.

PSI system is a complicated 9ne with manyepomponents that require proper

implementation in order to achieve maximum effeLiveness. Defects in any

of 9,7se components can hort-circuit the system. For example, thequalitr

-of_the tutors must remain high,' the construction of so many mastery checks,

normally quizzes, creates problems of validity and reliability; the resource
,

materials assume a more'important role than in the conventional course; the

.ad

proper physical facilitieS are important; and the rtudent/tutorfratio must

not exceed a certain level. Some potent]. PSI instructors might regard the'

great amount of advanced preparation for such,a course as a distinct

disadvantage. The preparation of multiple forms of numerous mastery exams

1.s timeconsumingand may_require supplies and resources that are lacking.

The'potential applications of PSI have not yet been defined. Some"

critics argue. that PSI is limited only to those coursef which haye a highly

'organized subject matter' and which emphasize lower cognitive and psychomotoA

levels of .learning. We think)however, that the PSI postulates are relevant

*,,..

to any kind 'of-learning. Innovative-and industridas instructors,can develop
.

; .
.

\ ,
, .

PSI formats for a wide variety of,courses, ranging from statistics and

4
American government to politi-dal philosophy,from,whence.indidivyalized

.,

instruction originated in the fort of Socratic diaogues

iJ

.0
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